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Question Paper Code : 4191
M.A. (Business Economics) (Semester-II)

Examination, 2018
COMPUTER APPLICATION

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70
Note : Answer five questions in all. Question No.1 is

compulsory. Besides this, one question is to be
attempted from each Unit.

1. (a) Read the given case and answer the questions
carefully :

CASE
If you're ever placed a call to any big company's
customer service department, you've heard the
caveat: "This call may be monitored for quality
assurance purposes." But is any-one really
listening ? Someone is - or at least the computers
are-at Continental Airlines.

Building customer loyalty has become
crucial in the beleaguered airline industry-which
is why Continental enlisted the help of Witness
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Systems. Whose call-center software does more
than eavesdrop : It records conversations and
captures every keystroke, so managers know
whether the right actions were taken. And
because the exchanges reveal what customers
really want, Continental is also mining the data to
help craft marketing plans and shape overall
strategy. Fortunately for Witness, which saw its
revenues jump 60 percent to $ 108 million in 2003,
that trand is catching on : 53 percent of its clients
are now using such data beyond the call center.

Before the software was installed in 2001,
Continental's agents were unable to resolve about
6 percent of the 60 million calls they fielded
annually. Instead, these problems were routed to
an internal help desk. The Witness data revealed
that some agents "weren't attempting to look up
the answers on their own," says Andre Harris,
director of reservations training and quality. New
standards were put in place, and within a year,
nearly 20 percent fewer calls were being sent to
the help desk, saving the company $ 1 million. In
addition, customer satisfaction rose by 10 percent
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3. What is the role of computer in an educational
institute ? [10]

UNIT-II
4. Write briefly on any two of the following : [5x2=10]

(a) Economic information system
(b) Management information system
(c) Expert system

5. What are information systems ? Describe the main
components. [10]

UNIT-III
6. What is e-commerce ? Discuss its process briefly.[10]
7. What are the main differences between e-business and

traditional business ? [10]
UNIT-IV

8. What is internet ? How it has changed the world into a
'Global Village' ? [10]

9. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of
information system for the society. [10]
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and e-ticket sales increased by 8 percent.
Harris soon realized that the data could

be a treasure trove for marketing and service
operations too. "We thought we were just
replacing tape recorders," she says, "but it
dawned on us that we could use this system to
drive business decisions." Now, if enough calls
come in on one topic, Continental can respond.
For instance, when the company learned that as
many as 14 percent of customers were
reconfirming flights, it ran a notice in its in-flight
magazine to assure fliers that such calls were
unnecessary.

To make the call monitoring more
effective, Continental added CallMiner, a labor-
saving Witness program that automatically
transcribes conversations into text. "It gives me
more time to analyze the data," Harris says,
"rather than just collect it."

Tying speech systems to mainstream
corporate IT systems, and the use of Internet-
based voice systems such as Voice over IP
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Why do you think so many customers are
placing such calls ?

Source : Adapted from Bridget Finn, "This Call Is
Being Monitored," Business 2.0,June 16,
2004. Copyright © 2004 by Time, Inc. All
rights reserved.

(b) Write short notes on the following : [15]
(i) Classification of software
(ii) MS-Excel
(iii) Preparation of presentations
(iv) Languages of computer
(v) Compiler
(vi) Interpreter
(vii) Generations of computer

UNIT-I
2. What is computer ? Discuss its main parts and their

functioning. [10]
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(VoIP), are making it easier to mine databases of
voice records, much as companies have mined
other customer records for years. IVR analysis
tools usually can keep track of and report on a
caller's choices based on which menu paths the
caller has taken. But CallMiner and a few other
tools can go into the voice record and look for
specific words or word combinations. Continental
recorded a sample of its 5 million monthly calls
and then used CallMiner to turn the dialogues into
text and mine it for certain things. In so doing, it
discovered that about 10 percent of the calls
contain the actual word reconfirm.

Calls to reconfirm a flight are "quite frankly,
low-value calls," says Harris. She says she used
the CallMiner analysis to justify the deployment
of a new IVR system just for flight confirmations.

Continental currently has eight people
listening to samples of calls in order to manually
prepare a "call-mix report," which is used for
analytical purposes by marketers and business
planners at the airline. "The pilot test [of CallMiner]
helped me realize very quickly that I can do this
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with one person instead of eight." she says.
And do it better. From the manually

prepared call-mix report, Continental could see
that it makes a sale on only half of all calls, but it
couldn't tell why sales were lost. Telephone agents
do try to elicit the reasons, and soon automated
call mining will enable the airline to analyze callers'
responses, Harris says. It may also save
passengers some money the next time they book
a Continental flight.
Case Study Questions : [15]
(i) What are the business benefits of the

CallMiner system ? Provide some
additional examples beyond those
discussed in the case.

(ii) How can new technologies like CallMiner
help companies improve their customer
service and gain a competitive edge in the
marketplace ? Explain.

(iii) Andre Harris refers to calls to reconfirm
a flight as "quite frankly, low-value calls."
Why are they classified as low value ?
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